SCHOTT ZWIESEL
Whether showcasing the world’s best wines or the perfect cocktail,
sommeliers, wine makers, bartenders, internationally acclaimed
chefs and top hotels in over 120 countries all choose Schott Zwiesel
as their favorite crystal glass.
Located along Germany’s Glasstraße or “Glass Road” in the idyllic
Bavarian forest town of Zwiesel, Schott Zwiesel began in 1872 as a
small sheet glass works.
Since that modest start over 140 years ago, glass-making
innovation has been the norm. Schott Zwiesel was the first to
automate production of blown-glass stemware and the first to
produce environmentally friendly, lead-free crystal glass of
unparalleled quality and brilliance.
But state-of-the-art manufacturing is only one passion—
Schott Zwiesel has also cultivated an artisan glass craft
culture where skills are handed down from generation to
generation and tradition and innovation meet the
fine art of crafting glass in every piece.

TRITAN® CRYSTAL GLASS
By eliminating lead from crystal and replacing it with Titanium and
Zirconium, Schott Zwiesel created a superior lead-free crystal—
Tritan® crystal glass. An exclusive innovation, Tritan crystal is break,
scratch and chip resistant, brilliantly clear and designed to withstand
daily use. Plus it’s easy to clean in the dishwasher—Tritan can handle
extensive washing without etching, discoloration or clouding.

FORTE
A favorite of restaurants and tasting rooms, a great introduction to
Schott Zwiesel crystal and a wonderful value. Classically shaped and
perfect for everyday use, Forte stems feature gently tapered bowls
that allow wines to reveal their best characteristics on the palate.
$9.95 stem • $59.70 sets of six
Wine Glasses: Soft Red, Full Red, Light White, Full White,
Champagne, Water

CRU CLASSIC
Timeless elegance for any occasion—generously sized bowls
in the classic style work sensory magic to showcase and
enhance even subtle aromas and flavors. Compact stems
make these glasses especially easy to handle.
$78.00 sets of six • $75.00 decanter
Wine Glasses: Soft Red, Full Red, Light White, Full White,
Champagne, Stemless
Decanter: Red

PURE
Present wines in stunning modern style. A favorite in top restaurants
and among wine lovers everywhere, Pure stems feature striking,
contemporary bowls that showcase your favorite wines, help them
breathe and provide depth to even the most delicate of bouquets.
$14.00 stem • $84.00 sets of six
$10.00 stemless • $60.00 sets of six
$99.95 decanter
Wine Glasses: Soft Red, Full Red, Light White, Full White,
Champagne, Riesling, Stemless Red, Stemless White, Water
Cocktail Glasses: Martini, Double Old Fashioned, Highball
Decanters: Red, White

AIR
A collaboration between the Prince of Sweden, with his design
firm Bernadotte & Kylberg, and Schott Zwiesel, Air features
the thinnest, lightest Tritan stems and bowls available—almostweightless silhouettes that bring out the best flavors in all of your
favorite wines without sacrificing trademark Tritan durability.
$18.00 stem • $108.00 sets of six
$15.00 stemless • $90.00 sets of six
$150.00 decanter
Wine Glasses: Soft Red, Full Red, Light White, Full White,
Champagne, Riesling, Dessert, Stemless Red, Stemless White
Cocktail Glasses: Coupe
Decanters: Red, White

DESIGNERS

When the design team of Bernadotte and Kylberg visited the master
glassmakers at Zwiesel Kristallglas a powerful connection was
made. Bernadotte and Kylberg have a passion for the intersection
of craftsmanship and design. They seek to deeply understand the
media in which they work. So, it was not long before the duo were
blowing glass themselves and developing a passion for the process.
Throughout it all, the idea of “air” kept suggesting itself to them:
air in the glassblowing process that gives form to an idea; air that
interacts with wine to present the full spectrum of bouquet and taste;
and air as something ephemeral but essential to life. And so, Air and
Air Sense were born.
Air—the lightest machine made-glass ever—and Air Sense—the
apogee of the glassmaker’s art in a functional form. Craftsmanship
and design have come together to create works of beauty that
enhance the wine experience in every way. Experience Air and Air
Sense for yourself!

AIR SENSE
The best way to taste your favorite wines is with a glass so light
and perfectly balanced that it almost disappears. Air Sense glasses
share a design story and a silhouette with Air but are completely
mouth-blown. Amazingly thin and light, each bowl features a
crystal-clear glass decantation sphere to help aerate the wine and
express every varietal’s best characteristics as you pour.
$150.00 stem • $150.00 stemless
$250.00 red decanter • $200.00 white decanter
Wine Glasses: Soft Red, Full Red, Light White, Full White,
Champagne, Riesling, Dessert, Stemless Red, Stemless White
Cocktail Glasses: Coupe
Decanters: Red, White

